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Ballistic Phonons in Ultrathin Nanowires
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ABSTRACT: According to Fourier’s law, a temperature difference across a material results in a linear temperature profile and a thermal conductance that decreases inversely proportional to the system length. These are the hallmarks of diffusive heat flow. Here, we report heat flow in ultrathin (25 nm) GaP nanowires in the absence of a temperature gradient within the wire and find that the heat conductance is independent of wire length. These observations deviate from Fourier’s law and are direct proof of ballistic heat flow, persisting for wire lengths up to at least 15 μm at room temperature. When doubling the wire diameter, a remarkably sudden transition to diffusive heat flow is observed. The ballistic heat flow in ultrathin wires can be modeled within Landauer’s formalism by ballistic phonons with an extraordinarily long mean free path.
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Heat flow in macroscopic systems is traditionally described by Fourier’s law for diffusive heat flow.1 The advancement of micro and nanotechnology has led in the past few years to observations of nondiffusive heat flow. Deviations from diffusive heat flow can occur due to the wave nature of phonons,2–4 hydrodynamic effects,5–7 and ballistic behavior.8–11 In nanowires (NWs), scattering of phonons at the NW surface reduces the thermal conductivity as compared to the bulk.12 However, when the surface is atomically flat, phonons may reflect specularly from the surface13 and ballistic heat flow in the axial direction may occur.

Realizing ballistic flow over large distances at room temperature requires a long phonon mean free path (MFP), which is challenging due to different scattering mechanisms. Only a few studies have reported the observation of ballistic transport at room temperature. Ballistic transport at room temperature up to a length of 260 nm was reported in short and wide graphene ribbons.12 The heat transport is diffusive in short and narrow ribbons due to the presence of edge disorder. Room-temperature ballistic heat flow up to a length of 8.3 μm was reported for SiGe NWs with diameters in the range 50–200 nm.13 Its occurrence was attributed to the filtering out of high-frequency short-MFP phonons by alloy scattering. Beyond 8.3 μm, the heat flow in these NWs was found to be diffusive. Ballistic phonon transport at room temperature was also reported in holey silicon up to a length of 200 nm.14 The explanation in this case was that surface disorder filters out high-frequency phonons, leaving the ballistic transport of low-frequency phonons.

In this letter, we demonstrate room-temperature axial ballistic heat flow in ultrathin, 25 nm diameter, GaP NWs up to wire lengths of at least 15 μm, and a sharp transition to diffusive heat flow when the diameter is doubled to 50 nm. Room-temperature ballistic transport over such large distances and a diffusive-ballistic transition with decreasing lateral dimension have not been reported thus far. The temperature profile along the NWs is obtained by Raman thermometry, confirming the presence of a temperature gradient in the diffusive flow regime and its absence in the ballistic regime.

We grow GaP NWs with 25–140 nm diameters by metal–organic vapor-phase epitaxy using the vapor–liquid–solid growth technique (see Supplementary Section S11). The NWs are grown in arrays by substrate/catalyst patterning. Within an array, the NWs have a uniform diameter along their length with a <5 nm diameter spread. We analyze the structural properties of the NWs by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). TEM images show stacking-fault-free NWs, grown along the ⟨0001⟩ direction (see Figure 1a). The NWs have atomically flat {1100} side facets covered by an approximately 2 nm-thick amorphous oxide layer (see Figure 1b). Electron diffraction patterns taken in the TEM further show that NWs...
with different diameters used in our study all have a wurtzite (WZ) crystal structure (see Figure S1). Atom-probe tomography (APT) demonstrates the chemical purity of the NWs and the absence of heavy element impurities (see Figures 1c and S2). The NWs are therefore atomically clean and defect-free. Our GaP NWs are thus ideal systems to look for ballistic heat transport. Limitations of the APT technique prevent detection of the oxide layer.22 We fabricate micro-devices23,24 to study the thermal conductivity of individual NWs (see Section SI3). The devices consist of two suspended membranes with Pt meander structures on top, which can be used as heater and thermometer; see the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) picture in Figure 1d. Different spacings between the membranes allow measuring NWs of different lengths. Using a micromanipulator under an optical microscope, we place as-grown single NWs with selected diameter between the membranes. Pt/C contacts are deposited on top of the NWs to improve the thermal contact (see Figure 1e). We determine the thermal conductivity $\kappa$ from the measured thermal conductance $G$ and the NW dimensions. The thermal conductance of the NW, which is defined as the amount of heat flux going through a material when one Kelvin temperature difference is applied, is determined by applying a current to one of the coils and measuring the temperature on both sides of the NW. From these measurements, the NW thermal conductance is extracted through a heat balance calculation for the sensing membrane, where the heat transported through the wire is put equal to the heat that leaves the membrane through the SiN$_x$ beams, as is commonly done when employing this kind of devices (see Section SI3 and ref 23.).

The extracted $\kappa$ at room temperature $T = 300$ K is plotted in Figure 2a as a function of diameter $d$ for NWs with approximately the same length $L = 6.7 \pm 0.1 \mu$m, with $d$ ranging from 25 to 140 nm. These results were fitted to expose the influence of the thermal contact resistance, $R_c$.24 In a NW with heat flow dominated by diffuse scattering at the NW surface, $\kappa$ increases with $d$ according to Mathiessen’s rule $\kappa \propto \left(1 + \frac{l_{\text{bulk}}}{d}\right)^{-1}$, where $l_{\text{bulk}}$ is the bulk MFP, as indicated by the dashed line. A reduced $\kappa$ with respect to this line, which is observed for $d \geq 75$ nm, indicates that $R_c$ is no longer negligible compared to the NW resistance.24 For thin wires ($d < 50$ nm), on the contrary, an enhanced $\kappa$ is observed, indicating that a nondiffusive transport mechanism, not dominated by a contact resistance, becomes progressively important with decreasing diameter. To investigate the
transport mechanism in the thin wires, the thermal resistance \( R = 1/G \) has been plotted as a function of NW length \( L \) for diameters \( d = 25 \) and \( 50 \) nm in Figure 2b (main panel). For the 50 nm NWs, \( R \) is linearly dependent on \( L \), in accordance with diffusive heat flow. For the 25 nm NWs, however, \( R \) is independent of \( L \) for all measured NWs up to \( L = 15 \) \( \mu \)m, which is proof of ballistic transport. We attribute this resistance to a small number of ballistic modes contributing to transport (see below). We note that the extrapolation of the 50 nm data goes through the origin, corroborating a negligible \( R_c \) in agreement with a model where \( R_c \) is taken inversely proportional to the contact area between contact and NW (solid curve in Figure 2a). Although we cannot estimate \( R_c \) for the 25 nm NWs directly from the measurements, a negligible contact resistance follows from this model. The measured linear dependence of the device conduction with the number of NWs for \( d = 25 \) nm and \( L = 6.7 \pm 0.1 \) \( \mu \)m (inset in Figure 2b) excludes the influence of a possible background conduction. We note that these data have been collected from a device with a gap between the SiNW membranes of \( 4 \) \( \mu \)m, where we put down the NWs under an angle to measure NWs with \( L = 6.7 \pm 0.1 \) \( \mu \)m. We have also characterized devices with a smaller gap size of \( 2 \) \( \mu \)m. Also for these devices, the influence of a possible background conduction can be excluded. The data therefore unequivocally point at a transition from diffusive to length-independent ballistic heat flow in 25 nm diameter NWs over unprecedented distances.

To further investigate the features of the diffusive-to-ballistic transition, we plot in Figure 2c (main panel) \( \kappa \) vs \( L \) for \( d = 25 \) and 50 nm NWs at 300 K, clearly showing the remarkable fact that for long wires, the thermal conductivity of the ultrathin 25 nm NWs exceeds that of the thicker 50 nm NWs. The inset displays results for 40 nm NWs at 300 and 50 K, showing that at both room and low temperature, this is a transition case: The heat flow is ballistic up to \( L \approx 11 \) \( \mu \)m and then becomes diffusive. Figure 2d shows a very weak \( T \) dependence of the thermal conductance \( G \) for both 25 and 50 nm NWs of 12.7 \( \pm \) 0.2 \( \mu \)m length down to about 100 K (below this temperature, \( G \) steeply decreases due to phonon freeze-out). Results for 75 nm NWs are comparable to those for 50 nm NWs, showing also a very weakly \( T \)-dependent diffusive heat flow (see Figure S6). The \( T \) insensitivity rules out explanations for the diffusive-to-ballistic transition based on phonon−phonon interactions, which are strongly \( T \) dependent. In particular, Umklapp scattering, which leads to a strong decrease of \( \kappa \) in bulk GaP above 50 K,\(^{28}\) appears to play no significant role. Also, the involvement of phonon-polaritons as heat conducting species is unlikely, because they would yield a contribution to \( G \) that is linear in \( T \).\(^{28}\) The thermal conductivities shown in Figure 2 are significantly smaller than the room-temperature thermal conductivity of GaP NWs of length \( L = 6.7 \pm 0.1 \) \( \mu \)m as a function of diameter \( d \). Full curve: Fit of results for \( d \geq 50 \) nm to \( \kappa = (1/c_d d + \epsilon_d/4L)^{-1} \) (diffusive heat flow with MFP \( l = d \approx \kappa_{bulk} \) and contact resistance \( R_c = \epsilon_d/d \), with \( \epsilon_d = 1.7 \times 10^{11} \) W/m\(^2\)K and \( c_d = 4.6 \) mK/W). Dashed line: \( \kappa = \epsilon_d d \) (diffusive heat flow without contact resistance and \( d \ll \kappa_{bulk} \)). (b) Symbols: Measured length dependence of resistance \( R \) of NWs with \( d = 25 \) and 50 nm. Lines: Modeling results based on Landauer’s formalism, using the numbers of specular phonon modes \( N_s \) (\( d = 25 \) nm, solid line: MFP \( l = \infty \), dashed line: \( l = 100 \) \( \mu \)m) and diffusive phonon modes \( N_{diff} \) (\( d = 50 \) nm, MFP \( l = d \)) from Figure S12. For \( d = 25 \) nm, the curve for \( l = 100 \) \( \mu \)m is obtained by dividing the result for \( l = \infty \) by the transmission coefficient \( 1/(1 + L) \).\(^{28}\) Inset: Conductance \( G \) of a device without a NW (see Section S14) and with 1, 2, and 3 NWs with \( d = 25 \) nm and \( L = 6.7 \pm 0.1 \) \( \mu \)m. Dashed line: Linear fit. (c) Same results as in main panel of (b), but for the conductivity \( \kappa \). Inset: Results for \( d = 40 \) nm NWs measured at 300 and 50 K (measurements on different devices at the different temperatures). Dashed line: Guide to the eye. (d) Measured (symbols) and modeled (curves) \( T \)-dependent thermal conductance \( G \) of \( d = 25 \) and 50 nm NWs with length \( L = 12.7 \pm 0.2 \) \( \mu \)m.

Figure 2. Transition from diffusive to ballistic heat flow. (a) Room-temperature (300 K) thermal conductivity \( \kappa \) of GaP NWs of length \( L = 6.7 \pm 0.1 \) \( \mu \)m as a function of diameter \( d \). Full curve: Fit of results for \( d \geq 50 \) nm to \( \kappa = (1/c_d d + \epsilon_d/4L)^{-1} \) (diffusive heat flow with MFP \( l = d \approx \kappa_{bulk} \) and contact resistance \( R_c = \epsilon_d/d \), with \( \epsilon_d = 1.7 \times 10^{11} \) W/m\(^2\)K and \( c_d = 4.6 \) mK/W). Dashed line: \( \kappa = \epsilon_d d \) (diffusive heat flow without contact resistance and \( d \ll \kappa_{bulk} \)). (b) Symbols: Measured length dependence of resistance \( R \) of NWs with \( d = 25 \) and 50 nm. Lines: Modeling results based on Landauer’s formalism, using the numbers of specular phonon modes \( N_s \) (\( d = 25 \) nm, solid line: MFP \( l = \infty \), dashed line: \( l = 100 \) \( \mu \)m) and diffusive phonon modes \( N_{diff} \) (\( d = 50 \) nm, MFP \( l = d \)) from Figure S12. For \( d = 25 \) nm, the curve for \( l = 100 \) \( \mu \)m is obtained by dividing the result for \( l = \infty \) by the transmission coefficient \( 1/(1 + L) \).\(^{28}\) Inset: Conductance \( G \) of a device without a NW (see Section S14) and with 1, 2, and 3 NWs with \( d = 25 \) nm and \( L = 6.7 \pm 0.1 \) \( \mu \)m. Dashed line: Linear fit. (c) Same results as in main panel of (b), but for the conductivity \( \kappa \). Inset: Results for \( d = 40 \) nm NWs measured at 300 and 50 K (measurements on different devices at the different temperatures). Dashed line: Guide to the eye. (d) Measured (symbols) and modeled (curves) \( T \)-dependent thermal conductance \( G \) of \( d = 25 \) and 50 nm NWs with length \( L = 12.7 \pm 0.2 \) \( \mu \)m.
conductivity of bulk GaP. For bulk GaP, experimental thermal conductivities are only available for the equilibrium zinc blende structure, with a room-temperature value of 75.2 W/m-K. The calculated bulk thermal conductivity of WZ GaP is 92 ± 5 W/m-K.

To substantiate the ballistic transport in the thin NWs, we probe the thermal profile of 25 and 50 nm NWs with Raman thermometry, which is a contactless method, in the same devices as used for the thermal conductivity measurements (see Figure 3a). Here, the local average lattice temperature is measured using the Raman shift of the transverse optical (TO) mode. A laser spot is moved along the wire, and Raman spectra are acquired for the Pt meander heaters. Solid line: Modeled profile frequency along the wire caused by other effects than the heat-carrying phonons, in ballistic heat flow, heat-carrying phonons traveling in either direction through the NW have the temperature of the contact from which they were injected. The lattice thermalizes equally with the “hot” and “cold” phonons, and therefore, the TO mode probes the average of the contact temperatures, that is, $\Delta T = 15$ K. These results demonstrate the analogy with electrical transport through a ballistic quantum wire, where the electrical potential along the wire is constant and equal to the average of the potentials applied at the contacts. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first measurement of the theoretically predicted temperature profile for ballistic heat transport. Together with the heat transport measurements of Figure 2, this provides strong experimental proof for ballistic heat flow. Interestingly, these measurements hint at the existence of a residual scattering between heat-carrying and non-heat-carrying phonons.

We are not aware of an existing model in the literature that can capture a diffusive-to-ballistic transition for decreasing dimensions with the length scales involved in this work. To give a tentative explanation, we apply a model based on Landauer’s formalism for phonon transport. It neglects anharmonic effects that lead to phonon–phonon scattering, in accordance with the weak T dependence of our experimental data (see insets of Figure 2c,d). The model we apply has been developed by Murphy and Moore and Chen et al. (see Section S17) and was successfully used to describe heat flow in silicon NWs and holey silicon. It distinguishes between two different types of phonon scattering at the NW surface: The surface appears sharp (diffuse) to phonons with an inverse perpendicular wave vector component longer (shorter) than the surface oxide layer thickness, leading to mostly specular (diffuse) scattering with long (short) MFP. This description is also consistent with Lévy walk dynamics. We obtain the numbers of modes $N_1$ and $N_2$ of the “specular” and “diffusive” phonons at each frequency from ab initio calculations of the phonon band structure of WZ GaP and phonon subband formation in the NW (see Section S18). In Figure S12, these numbers are plotted for $d = 25$ and 50 nm and an oxide layer thickness $h = 2.45$ nm (fitted to obtain agreement with the $d = 25$ nm thermal transport data, see below). This value of $h$ is close to the measured thickness (see Figure 1b). We note that the number of specular phonons $N_1$ is only a small fraction ($\sim 1\%$) of the number of diffusive modes $N_2$. We only consider phonons with a frequency below the Debye frequency. Higher-frequency phonons are hardly excited at the considered temperatures.
and have too short MFPs to significantly contribute to the heat flow.

A model where both contributions of specular phonons with a strongly increased MFP and of diffusive phonons with an MFP \( l = d \) are considered equally does not agree with our data (see Figure S13). The contribution of diffusive phonons in the 25 nm NWs would lead to an offset in the thermal conductivity \( \kappa \), and the contribution of specular phonons in the 50 nm NWs would lead to a linear increase in \( \kappa \), neither of which is observed. A suppression of the contribution to the heat flow of diffusive phonons in the 25 nm NWs accompanied by an enhancement of the contribution of specular phonons is in our model a necessary ingredient to explain the experimental data. As shown by the solid lines in Figure 2d, we obtain agreement with experiment both for 25 and 50 nm NWs if we: (1) neglect for the 50 nm NWs the heat flow carried by specular phonons in Landauer’s expression for \( G \) (eq S4 in Section S17) and (2) disregard for the 25 nm NWs the contribution of diffusive phonons, taking only into account the heat flow carried by specular phonons with strongly increased MFP. A finite but strongly increased MFP \( l \) up to 100 \( \mu \)m would still agree with the heat transport data (dashed lines in Figure 2b,c) and would result in a small temperature gradient in the 25 nm NW that is within the experimental uncertainty of the Raman measurements (dashed line in Figure 3e). Phonons in the 25 nm NWs therefore travel practically unimpeded and can truly be called ballistic. The weak \( T \) dependence of the heat transport shown in Figure 2d is explained by the fact that enhancement of the contribution of specular phonons is in our model a necessary ingredient to explain the experimental data.

These qualitative explanations of the reduction of the contribution of diffusive phonons to the heat flow and the enhancement of the contribution of specular phonons should be quantified, such that they can be experimentally verified. Ballistic phonon transport may find application in phonon transistors, phonon waveguides, and in novel cooling solutions for computer chips, which require rapid removal of heat from ever decreasing volumes. Ballistic heat flow could possibly be realized more easily in other compound semiconductors composed of lighter elements than Ga and P, such as Al and N, because of even longer phonon MFPs.
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